The purpose of the web-based Resource Directory is to enhance communications and information exchange on landscape-scale conservation. The beta version, currently housed on the Greater Yellowstone Science Learning Center website, contains descriptions of landscape and species initiatives and organizations that conduct conservation work within Great Northern area. In the upcoming months, the Resource Directory will be added to the new GNLCC website and include a geospatial database and other themes such as long-term monitoring efforts and key documents and tools.

**Landscape Initiatives**
Projects and partnerships that are setting priorities or supporting on-the-ground landscape conservation. Includes a map that shows the relative locations of where the work is being done.

**Organizations**
Programs of government agencies, tribes and nonprofit groups that are relevant to landscape conservation. Initial list is comprised of organizations on the GNLCC Steering Committee.

**Monitoring**
Descriptions of long-term monitoring efforts are now being compiled. Includes measured indicator or attribute, geographic coverage, location, and lead organization.

**Documents and Tools**
Existing briefs (1-4 page summaries) on climate change research have been compiled. Key documents and tools for landscape-scale natural resource management will be added.